
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It was the representation of a handsome boy, carved out of
_____________ stone, which had fallen to the bottom of the sea from a
wreck.

1.

(white/pure)
pure white

Pistol-shooting is pleasant sport enough, and there is no reason why you
should not practise it like ______________ fellows.
2.

(other/young)other young

Men met each other with secret misgivings, and parted with the
________________ distrust.
3.

(same/dreadful)same dreadful

But she had faith in her _____________ love, and believed that her
passionate instinct would guide her to her child.
4.

(strong/own)
own strong

One thing is certain: during the last year ________________ incidents
have happened to me.
5.

(romantic/many)
many romantic

I will briefly give a ____________ cases.6. (other/few)few other

The situations are presented with skill and force, and the letters are written
with _________________ propriety and much humor.
7.

(great/dramatic)great dramatic

Everything was therefore sold, and the _____________ wife, now reduced
to her own means, came back to her mother.
8.

(young/poor)
poor young

I was in hopes, after such a ____________ sleep you would have found
yourself so much better.
9.

(nice/long)
nice long

This transition period is shown in ______________ buildings.10.
(public/many)

many public

Such men are never _____________ evidences of any doctrine they
preach.
11.

(moral/good)
good moral

He knew the _____________ stories of superstition.12. (old/Indian)old Indian

Then there was a _________________ epilogue.13. (curious/little)curious little
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Do you see the ______________ spot in one of them, Mary?14.
(brown/large)

large brown

But when I go, shut the house-door and bolt the _____________ bar, and
be sure that you do not open it for any reason whatever till I return.
15.

(big/wooden)

big wooden

A tear started to her eye, for she knew her ______________ son really
thought he was dying, and would never see her again.
16.

(little/dear)
dear little

Elizabeth was the ___________ student at the table.17. (only/new)only new

He saw the ____________ glow of the evening sunset.18. (first/red)first red

This modern stuff that pretends to give life is so much less exciting than
my ____________ experience that I cannot get interested in it.
19.

(own/daily)own daily

They had ______________ jokes, which afforded them much
amusement.
20.

(many/quaint)
many quaint
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